CONSTRUCTION ALERT

BRANDON AVE UPPER CLASS HOUSING II
BRANDON AVE VEHICULAR/PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC RESTORED

ITEMS OF INTEREST:

- Friday, August 2nd, at 3:30 pm both lanes of Brandon Ave will be restored to its original vehicular traffic pattern. All pedestrian sidewalks to and from both Gaston & Ramazani will be restored to the public.

BACKGROUND:

- The project consists of two new buildings, Gaston & Ramazani, to house upper class students on Grounds at UVA. The two buildings together will house approximately 350 beds in apartment-style arrangements plus an assortment of social and support spaces. A large dining facility will also be housed within the ground floor of Gaston along with podium parking beneath. Construction completion is expected Fall 2024.

ISSUED BY:

Brian Williams | Sr. Project Mgr. | CC&R | gbw5r@virginia.edu | 434-962-3692
Keith Payne | Sr. Construction Administration Mgr. | CC&R | skp3g@virginia.edu | 434-531-0311

END of ALERT